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PRODUCTION PROCESS  
SOMMA COMPANY LTD 

 

I. PACKING PLYWOOD PRODUCTION PROCESS 

 

Below is the visual and simple production process of packing plywood boards. Please refer to 

it and I will further update it to be more modern and professional in accordance with the form 

of SOMMA. 
 

Advantages of SOMMA’s packing plywood boards: 

 

- Somma Co., Ltd manufactures with modern processes and equipment systems with a team of 

workers who always know and understand their own roles, jobs and responsibilities. 
 

- The production process is based on current technologies and technical staffs with over 38 years 

of experience in the plywood and mechanical industry, Somma Co., Ltd commits to meet 

following criteria: “Say No to Defective Products”. 

 

A plant producing plywood boards meeting the standards and the most stable 

quality must satisfy following criteria: 

1. Peeling bark: Wood blocks are cut to specified sizes and put into a barker to be to peeled to 
ensure uniformity and smoothness of veneer slices. 

 

 

 

https://somma.vn/packing-plywood/
https://somma.vn/vietnam-commercial-plywood/
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2. Slicing veneers: After being peeled, the wood is put into a veneer slicing machine with 

dimensions of 600mm x 1200mm or 65cm x 1350mm or depending the dimensions requested 

by customers, Somma will slice materials later to optimize the price of the product and to meet 

the best quality. 
 

 

3. Drying veneers: Drying veneer slices increases durability, bearing capacity, water resistance, 

humidity and helps to increase performance while putting into production of boards. Dried 

veneers are of higher quality than sun-dried and poorly stored veneers which results in low 

adhesion when glued. 
 

https://somma.vn/van-plywood-phu-veneer-van-plywood-phu-melamine/
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4. Material selection: Imported raw materials cannot fully meet A grade and contain a percentage 

of B grade raw materials, so the plant needs to classify them into A and B grade raw materials. 

Only B grade raw materials will be used for the manufacture of packing plywood boards or civil 

commercial plywood boards.  
 

 

5. Veneer glue coating machines: Veneers are put into a veneer glue machine and the 

machine will automatically roll veneers and fully coat with sufficient glue on them. 
 

https://somma.vn/construction-plywood/
https://somma.vn/vietnam-commercial-plywood/
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6. Conveyor systems: A conveyor is used to arrange board layers and its normal movement time 

of 15-20 minutes is enough for the glue to be coated on the surface of the boards and to be fully 

penetrated inside, helping the boards achieve the best adhesion. After being loaded, the 

conveyor will automatically move and finally the board layers are fully loaded according to the 

production standards. At the end of the conveyor, an automatic cutting system will cut and 

move the boards to outside for the next process.  
 

7. Form presses: The pressing time ranges from 60 minutes to 120 minutes depending on the 

thickness of boards and their components. Plywood boards are pressed to allow the glue to 

penetrate into the boards and at the same time heat gradually from the outside to the inside of the 

boards in order to fix the boards from moving, losing the technical structure. 
 

https://somma.vn/film-faced-plywood/
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8. Hot presses: The pressing time ranges from 60 minutes to 120 minutes depending on the 

thickness of boards and its components. Hot pressed boards are heated from the outside 

according to above period and increased heat will permeate from the outside to the inside of the 

core. This system is very important as it makes the glue to disperse and the glue thanks to the hot 

temperature will fill and form a strong bond from the outside to the inside of the boards. After 

completing the above step, the boards will be taken out and moved to the next stage below.  
 

 

9. Preliminary treatment of board surface: When boards are taken out from the hot press 

process, the boards will be pre-treated by the workers: for example, lines and connections of 

the boards and when completed will be moved to the process of cutting the edges. 
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10. Automatic edge cutting machines: After the pre-treatment of board surfaces. After being put 

into an edge cutting machine, the machine will automatically cut the horizontal and vertical 

sides of the boards according to the film board size of 1220 x 2440 for Vietnamese, Asian 

markets and 1250 x 2550 for European markets 
 

 

11. Packing & Storage: 
 

 

We work with a sense of responsibility for the products. With the green and clean plant environment, 

exhaust gases from glues, fuels, dust, etc of the plant have all been treated with technologies to 

minimize environmental pollution and contribute to creating a fresh, green & clean atmosphere.  
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